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Why	Edge	AI?

• Thanks	to	Transformer	and	ViT,	the	power	demand	in	AI	computing	has	grown	significantly.
• The	massive	carbon	emission	brought	by	AI	computing	cannot	be	ignored.

OpenAI’s GPT-3	(Generative	Pre-trained	Transformer,	with	
175	billion	parameters):	1287MW,	552	tons	[1,2]
• 43	cars	or	24	US	families	/	year

Edge AI

[1] Strubell, Emma, Ananya Ganesh, and Andrew McCallum. "Energy and Policy Considerations for Deep Learning in NLP."

In the 57th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL). Florence, Italy. July 2019

[2] David Patterson et al., “Carbon emissions and large neural network training”, Google Research, April 2021



Edge	AI	Chipset

• According	to	the	report	from	ABI	Research,	the	revenue	of	the	edge	AI	chipset	
market	will	reach	12.2	billion	U.S.	dollars	in	2025,	while	the	revenue	of	the	cloud	
AI	chipset	market	will	reach	11.9	billion	U.S.	dollars.

• According	to	Gartner's	forecast,	by	2020,	the	number	of	global	IoT devices	will	
exceed	20	billion.

• Major	players	in	the	market	including	Google,	NVIDIA,	Intel,	Qualcomm,	Huawei,	
Xilinx etc.



Cloud:
Centralized

Client	devices

AI applications
• Limited	privacy	protection

• Limited	interaction

• Limited	connections

Edge	AI



Cloud:
Centralized

Client	devices

AI applications
• Privacy	protection
• Interaction
• Connections

Problem
• Significant	accuracy	loss
• Increased	development	

complexity
• Hard	to	meet	the	needs	of	

massive	amounts	of	mobile	
applications

Big	Model

small	model

Edge	AI



Edge:	geographically	
distributed

Cloud:
Centralized

Client	devices

5G	Era:	Offloading	computation

Applications
• Low	latency
• Highly	interactive
• Massive	connections

Characteristics
• Highly	efficient
• Decentralized
• Collaborative

Edge	AI
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Edge	AI	Scenarios
smart	home digital	health smart	city

smart	traffic AIoT farming retail

data	center

edge edge

edgeedge



Heterogeneity	of	Edge	Nodes
• Hardware

• GPU,	x86_CPU,	Arm_CPU,	FPGA,	ASIC	…
• Operation	system

• Linux,	Windows,	MacOS,	iOS,	Android,	HarmonyOS …
• AI	software	frameworks

• PyTorch,	Tensorflow,	MXNet,	MindSpore,	Paddlepaddle,	MegEngine …

Privacy	and	Security
• Privacy	protection
• Data	silos

Edge	AI	Challenges



Heterogeneity	of	Data
• Heterogeneous	data	distribution across	edge	nodes
• Heterogeneous data	difficulty	across	edge	nodes
• Non-IID	(Independent	and	Identically	Distributed)

Edge	AI	Challenges

https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~kriz/cifar.html



Limited	Resources	
• Computing	resources	is	limited.	
• Strict	power	consumption	requirements
• Unbalanced	power	supply	capacity	of	edge	nodes
• Limited	storage	resources
• Limited	network	bandwidth	and	relatively	low	stability
Unknown	Classes and	Few-Shot	Problem
• The	amount	of	edge	data	may	be	very	small
• Model	cold	start	often	leads	to	poor	results	
• Unknown	categories	cause	the	supervised	learning	model	to	fail.

Edge	AI	Challenges



• Efficient	binary	model:	BoolNet and	BNext
• Edge	AI	framework:	KubeEdge/Sedna
• Multi-Edge	Inference	for	Object	Re-Identification	(ReID)

Our	Recent	Work



Binary	Neural	Networks	
• State	of	the	art	deep	
neuronal	networks	are	
trained	and	operate	on	32-bit	
models

• Design	and	Training	of	deep	
neuronal	networks	on	binary-
level	(1-bit)	is	possible

Deep	Learning	with	Binary	Neural	Networks



Binary	Neural	Networks

• The	extreme	case	Binary	Neural	Networks	only	use	1-bit	information	(1	and	0)	for	weights	and	inputs	
instead	of	32-bit	floating	point	numbers

• Up	to	32x	model	compression	and	>58x	(theoretical)	speedup	during	inference	[1]

• More	than	1000x	energy	saving	on	dedicated	hardware	[2]
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[1] Rastegari, Mohammad, et al. "Xnor-net: Imagenet Classification using Binary Convolutional Neural Networks." European conference on computer vision. Springer, Cham, 2016.
[2] Mishra, Asit, et al. "WRPN: Wide Reduced-Precision Networks." International Conference on Learning Representations. 2018.



Challenges	of	Binary	Neural	Networks

• Loss	of	accuracy compared	to	32-bit	networks

• For	example,	directly	binarizing a	network	trained	on	ImageNet,	leads	to	an	

accuracy	loss	of	about	10%	[1]
• How	do	we	build	BNN's	tailor-made	optimizer?
• Balancing	accuracy	and	energy	consumption	for	AI	accelerators
• Lack	of	support	for	solid	inference	acceleration	on	heterogeneous	hardware

[1] Bethge, Joseph, et al. "BinaryDenseNet: Developing an Architecture for Binary Neural Networks." ICCVW. 2019.



• BoolNet paper	studied	the	energy	consumption	of	32-bit	layers	used	in	BNNs

• Proposes	a	novel	architecture	with	minimal	32-bit	components	for	higher	efficiency

• Hardware	simulation	for	5	well-known	BNN	architectures,	energy	consumption	
evaluation

Guo N,	Joseph	B,	et	al.	"BoolNet:	Streamlining	Binary	Neural	Networks	Using	Binary	Feature	Maps." arXiv preprint	arXiv:2106.06991 (2021).

Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2022
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(a) Design in previous work. (b) BoolNet design.

Method Bitwidth
(W/A/F)

Energy
(mJ)

Top-1
Acc.

OPs
(·108)

Bi-Real-Net 1/1/32 3.90 56.4% 1.63
BoolNet (ours) 1/1/4 1.33 63.0% 1.81
BaseNet (ours) 1/1/4 0.83 58.2% 1.54
BaseNet (ours) 1/1/1 0.70 53.3% 1.51

(c) BoolNet reduces the energy consumption by
2.9⇥ compared to Bi-RealNet by Liu et al.

(2018).

Figure 1: The main differences between previous work and BoolNet. BoolNet uses 1-bit feature
maps and a shifted sign function reducing memory requirements and the need for 32-bit operations.

connections, 32-bit downsampling layers are equipped by almost all latest BNNs, see Figure 1a),
and multiplication/division operations (in BatchNorm, scaling, average pooling etc.) significantly
increase the memory usage and power consumption of BNNs and are thus unfriendly to hardware
accelerators. For these reasons, even if BNNs have achieved MobileNet-level accuracy with a similar
theoretical number of OPs (Bethge et al., 2020; Martinez et al., 2020), they still cannot be used as
conveniently as compact networks (Howard et al., 2017; 2019; Sandler et al., 2018).

In this paper, we extensively study the trade-off between BNN’s accuracy and hardware efficiency. We
propose a novel BNN architecture: BoolNet, which replaces most commonly used 32-bit components
(see Section 3). First, BoolNet only uses binary feature maps in the network (see Figure 1b). Second,
during inference, we fuse the BN layer into the Sign function through a lossless transformation,
thereby effectively removing the Mult-Adds brought by BN. Other changes include removing com-
ponents that require additional 32-bit multiplication/division operations: (1) PReLU, (2) average
pooling, and (3) binary downsampling convolutions. We then propose a Multi-slice strategy to help
alleviate the loss of representational capacity incurred by binarizing the feature maps and removing
32-bit components. We show the effectiveness of our proposed methods and the increased energy
efficiency of BoolNet with experiments on the ImageNet dataset (Deng et al., 2009). The results
show the key benefit of BoolNet: a reasonable accuracy coupled with a higher energy efficiency
over state-of-the-art BNNs (see Figure 1c for a brief summary and Section 4 for more details). The
energy data is obtained through a hardware accelerator simulation (see Section 4.4 for details). We
summarize our main contributions as follows:

• The first work studying the effects of 32-bit layers often used in previous works on BNNs.
• A novel BNN architecture BoolNet with minimal 32-bit components for higher efficiency.
• A Multi-slice strategy to alleviate the accuracy loss incurred by using 1-bit feature maps.
• State-of-the-art performance on the trade-off between accuracy and energy consumption

with a 2.9⇥ lower power consumption than Bi-RealNet (Liu et al., 2018) and 6.6% higher
accuracy.

2 RELATED WORK

In recent years, Efficient Deep Learning has become a research field that has attracted much attention.
Technical directions, such as, compact network design (Howard et al., 2017; 2019; Sandler et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018b), knowledge distillation (Crowley et al., 2018; Polino
et al., 2018), network pruning (Han et al., 2015a;b; Li et al., 2017; He et al., 2017), and low-bit
quantization (Courbariaux et al., 2015; Rastegari et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018; 2020b; Bethge et al.,
2020) are proposed for model compression and acceleration. The efficient models have evolved from
the earliest handcrafted designs to the current use of neural architecture search to search for the best
basic block and overall network structure (Tan et al., 2019; Howard et al., 2019; Tan & Le, 2019;
Radosavovic et al., 2020). The criterion of efficiency evaluation has also changed from instruction
and parameter counts to more precise measurements of actual memory and operating efficiency on
the target hardware (Cai et al., 2019; 2018).
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Balancing	Accuracy	and	Energy	Consumption

(a) Design in previous work.
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(b) BoolNet design.

Method Bitwidth
(W/A/F)

Energy
(mJ)

Top-1
Acc.

OPs
(·108)

Bi-Real-
Net [30] 1/1/32 3.90 56.4% 1.63

BoolNet
(ours) 1/1/4 0.84 57.6% 1.64

BaseNet
(ours) 1/1/1 0.61 48.9% 1.51

(c) BoolNet reduces energy consumption
by 4.6⇥ compared to Bi-RealNet.

Figure 1: The main differences between previous work and BoolNet. BoolNet uses 1-bit feature
maps and logic operations reducing memory requirements and the need for 32-bit operations.

accuracy gap, including specific architecture design [30, 4, 3, 29], real-valued weight and activation
approximation [27, 48], specific training recipes [34], a dedicated optimizer [20], leveraging neural
architecture search [6, 46] and dynamic networks [7]. In the existing work, efficiency analysis usually
only considers the theoretical instruction counts. However, memory usage, inference efficiency
and energy consumption, which are essential to practical applications, have received little attention.
Furthermore, [14] points out that the theoretical complexity is often inconsistent with the actual
performance in practice and measurable performance gains on existing BNN models are hard to
achieve as the 32-bit components in BNNs (such as BatchNorm, scaling, and 32-bit branches) become
bottlenecks. Using 32-bit information flow (e.g., 32-bit identity connections, 32-bit downsampling
layers are equipped by almost all latest BNNs, see Figure 1a), and multiplication/division operations
(in BatchNorm, scaling, average pooling etc.) significantly increase the memory usage and power
consumption of BNNs and are thus unfriendly to hardware accelerators. For these reasons, even if
BNNs have achieved MobileNet-level accuracy with a similar theoretical number of OPs [3, 34], they
still cannot be used as conveniently as compact networks [22, 21, 42].

In this paper, we extensively study the trade-off between BNN’s accuracy and hardware efficiency. We
propose a novel BNN architecture: BoolNet, which replaces most commonly used 32-bit components
(see Section 3). First, BoolNet uses binary feature maps in the network - by shifting the starting
point of the shortcuts from the BatchNorm (BN) layer to the Sign function (see Figure 1b) - and
uses Boolean functions instead of 32-bit additions to accumulate features. Second, during inference,
we fuse the BN layer into the Sign function through a lossless transformation, thereby effectively
removing the MAdds brought by BN. Other changes include removing components that require
additional 32-bit multiplication/division operations: (1) PReLU, (2) average pooling, and (3) binary
downsampling convolutions. We further propose a Multi-slice strategy to help alleviate the loss
of representational capacity incurred by binarizing the feature maps and shortcut connections. We
show the effectiveness of our proposed methods and the increased energy efficiency of BoolNet with
experiments on the ImageNet dataset [13]. The results show the key benefit of BoolNet: a reasonable
accuracy coupled with a higher energy efficiency over state-of-the-art BNNs (see Figure 1c for a brief
summary and Section 4 for more details). The energy data is obtained through hardware accelerator
simulation (see Section 4.4 for details). We summarize our main contributions as follows:

• The first work studying the effects of 32-bit layers often used in previous works on BNNs.
• A novel BNN architecture BoolNet with minimal 32-bit components for higher efficiency.
• A Multi-slice strategy to alleviate the accuracy loss incurred by using 1-bit feature maps.
• State-of-the-art performance on the trade-off between accuracy and energy consumption

with a 4.6⇥ lower power consumption than Bi-RealNet [30] and 1.2% higher accuracy.

2 Related Work

In recent years, Efficient Deep Learning has become a research field that has attracted much attention.
Technical directions, such as, compact network design [22, 21, 42, 45, 32], knowledge distillation
[12, 39], network pruning [16, 17, 26, 19], and low-bit quantization [10, 41, 30, 29, 3] are proposed for
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(a) Typical binary basic block. (b) Our binary block design without 32-bit operations.

Figure 2: Comparison between a conventional binary convolution block with 32-bit data flow (a) and
our proposed binary convolution block with 1-bit data flow (b).

They are closer to mixed-precision neural networks rather than being highly efficient binary neural
networks, as one might expect.

3.2 BASENET: REPLACING 32-BIT COMPONENTS WITH BOOLEAN OPERATIONS

To better balance accuracy and efficiency, we rethink the additional 32-bit components (Batch
Normalization, 32-bit feature maps, scaling factors and PReLU) elaborated in the previous section
and propose to remove or replace them with more efficient operations. We further propose a new
basic convolution block without 32-bit operations, as shown in Figure 2b, where we rearranged the
order of convolution basic block as [BinaryConv, BatchNorm, Sign], so that all feature maps are
binary. These general changes constitute our BoolNet baseline, in short BaseNet.

Integrating the BatchNorm into the Sign Function Most studies on binary neural architecture
design have kept the 32-bit BatchNorm (BN) layer in both the training and testing stages (Hubara
et al., 2016; Rastegari et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018; 2020b; Bethge et al., 2020). However, using a
32-bit BN right after the 1-bit convolution layer decreases the computational efficiency on hardware,
using more memory and energy. Thus, in the following we propose to fuse the BN layer into the
Sign function during the inference stage and do not use the 32-bit output of BN layer for shortcut
connection.

During the training phase, the batch normalization layer normalizes feature maps with an running
mean µ and a running variance �. For inference, it utilizes the constant statistic mean and variance
instead, which in result can be reformulated as a linear process, expressed as:

yi = �
xi � µp
||�2 + ✏||

+ � =
�p

||�2 + ✏||
xi +

 
� � �µp

||�2 + ✏||

!
(1)

where xi and yi represent the N-dimensional input and output of a BN layer. � and � are trainable
scale and shift parameters, which are constant during the inference. || . . . || is the absolute function.
We can therefore simplify the formula as follows:

yi = axi + b = a

✓
xi +

b

a

◆
= a (xi + c) , (2)

where a, b, and c denote constants in the formula. By transforming a into its sign and its absolute
value, we have

yi = ||a||~ Sign (a)� (xi + c) , (3)
As arranged in our basic block, Equation (3) is followed by a sign function, and Sign(yi) only depends
on Sign(a) and (xi + c). We thus derive a parameterized sign function as:

Sign(yi) = XNOR(Sign(a), Sign(xi + c)) (4)

We further replace � by using XNOR operator so that only bit-wise operations are adopted in the
inference.

Further Reducing 32-bit Operations We rarely use the PReLU activation function, which is com-
monly used in the recent literature (Liu et al., 2018; Martinez et al., 2020; Bulat et al., 2021) and
brings a lot of extra overhead to the hardware implementation (it is only used once before the final
dense layer). We also decided not to use scaling factors as suggested by Liu et al. (2018); Bethge
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(a) Typical binary basic block with 32-bit
shortcuts and Batch Normalization layer.
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Figure 2: Comparison between a conventional binary convolution block with 32-bit shortcuts (a) and
our proposed BoolNet convolution block with 1-bit logic shortcuts (b).

• Real-to-Binary Net [34] reuses the 32-bit activation after BN through squeeze and excitation
(SE) attention mechanism. This module can adaptively re-scale the outputs of each binary
convolution but needs additional 32-bit operations.

Although these techniques can effectively improve the accuracy, they increase the number of 32-bit
values and floating point operations, making them not particularly efficient on hardware accelerators.
They are closer to mixed-precision neural networks rather than being highly efficient binary neural
networks, as one might expect.

3.2 BaseNet: Replacing 32-bit Components with Boolean Operations

To better balance accuracy and efficiency, we rethink the additional 32-bit components (Batch
Normalization, 32-bit feature maps, scaling factors and PReLU) elaborated in the previous section
and propose to replace them with boolean operations. We further propose a new basic convolution
block without 32-bit operations, as shown in Figure 2b, where we rearranged the order of convolution
basic block as {BinaryConv-BatchNorm-Sign}, so that all feature maps are binary. These general
changes constitute our BoolNet baseline, in short BaseNet.

3.2.1 Integrating BatchNorm into Sign Function

Most studies on binary neural architecture design have kept the 32-bit BatchNorm (BN) layer in
both the training and testing stages [23, 41, 30, 29, 3]. However, using a 32-bit BN right after the
1-bit convolution layer decreases the computational efficiency on hardware, using more memory and
energy. Thus, in the following we propose to fuse the BN layer into the Sign function during the
inference stage.

During the training phase, the batch normalization layer normalizes feature maps with an running
mean µ and a running variance �. For inference, it utilizes the constant statistic mean and variance
instead, which in result can be reformulated as a linear process, expressed as:

yi = �
xi � µp
||�2 + ✏||

+ � =
�p

||�2 + ✏||
xi +

 
� � �µp

||�2 + ✏||

!
(1)

where xi and yi represent the N-dimensional input and output of a BN layer. � and � are trainable
scale and shift parameters, which are constant during the inference. || . . . || is the absolute function.
We can therefore simplify the formula as follows:

yi = axi + b = a

✓
xi +

b

a

◆
= a (xi + c) , (2)

where a, b, and c denote constants in the formula. By transforming a into its sign and its absolute
value, we have

yi = ||a||~ Sign (a)� (xi + c) , (3)
As arranged in our basic block, Equation (3) is followed by a sign function, and Sign(yi) only depends
on Sign(a) and (xi + c). We thus derive a parameterized sign function as:

Sign(yi) = XNOR(Sign(a), Sign(xi + c)) (4)
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Figure 3: Detail Architecture of BoolNet. To enhance the information flow, we modify the baseline
architecture from two aspects: a) Reducing information loss through multi-slices binary convolution.
b) Strengthening information propagation by features reusing.

We adopt bn to conveniently expand the channel dimension to enhance the capacity of the binary
feature map. If n = 0, k = 1, Equation (7) degenerates to the ordinary sign function. In Equation (6),
x
b
i denotes the binary projection output with the dimension of [N,C ⇤ k,H,W ], which will be fed

into the subsequent binary convolution layer. The constant k also denotes the group number of the
convolution. That is, by setting the number of groups to k in each convolution, the overall amount
of parameters and operations of each convolution is unchanged. Motivated by FReLU [31], we
enhance the first multi-slices projecting module, after the input convolution of network, with a Local
Adaptive Shifting module. This module consists of a depth-wise 3 ⇥ 3 convolution and a batch
normalization layer and is able to adaptively change the zero points of each pixel, in a light-weight
manner. For simplicity, the multi-slices binary convolution is referred to as MS-BConv, subsequently.
Figure 3b shows the detailed block design of MS-BConv.

Strengthening The Information Propagation in BoolNet. The layer-by-layer feature extraction
and accumulation mechanism are key reasons deep neural networks have strong representative
capacity. Unlike typical residual shortcuts, which accumulates information from shallow to deep
based on addition operation, logic shortcuts using boolean operators such as XNOR and OR can only
represent True and False states, making them difficult to accumulate and propagate information. To
alleviate this bottleneck, we strengthen feature propagation by reusing features. In ShuffleNet-V2 [33],
the input tensor is divided into two equal parts, the first half is used for feature extraction, and the other
half is directly copied and concatenated with the extracted features. Inspired by its characteristics
of information fusion and retention, we use a similar method to enhance the information retention
capability of the BoolNet block. As demonstrated in Figure 3b, the feature extraction branch consists
of two MS-BConv modules with logic shortcuts, and the other branch remains identity. Two branches
are concatenated and followed by channel shuffle, ensuring that the features from different layers
are uniformly distributed. Figure 3c shows the downsampling block design of BoolNet, where no
channel splitting is required, and it doubles the number of channels in the output. Changing this
information accumulation mechanism constitutes our proposed BoolNet over the BaseNet (as referred
to in Section 4).

3.4 Training with Progressive Weight Binarization

Though we intend to build highly efficient BNNs with fully binary information flow, this strategy
make the network more sensitive to weight initialization during training. Traditional methods have
tried alleviate similar problem through two-stage training [34, 29], which makes training more
complicated. In this paper, we adopt a progressive binarization technique based on the traditional
Hardtanh-STE method [11]. This can be viewed as a smooth version of previous multi-stage training.
Specifically, in the training phase, a differentiable function F (x) is used to replace sign function.
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Figure 3: Detail Architecture of BoolNet. To enhance the information flow, we modify the baseline
architecture from two aspects: a) Reducing information loss through multi-slices binary convolution.
b) Strengthening information propagation by features reusing.

We adopt bn to conveniently expand the channel dimension to enhance the capacity of the binary
feature map. If n = 0, k = 1, Equation (7) degenerates to the ordinary sign function. In Equation (6),
x
b
i denotes the binary projection output with the dimension of [N,C ⇤ k,H,W ], which will be fed

into the subsequent binary convolution layer. The constant k also denotes the group number of the
convolution. That is, by setting the number of groups to k in each convolution, the overall amount
of parameters and operations of each convolution is unchanged. Motivated by FReLU [31], we
enhance the first multi-slices projecting module, after the input convolution of network, with a Local
Adaptive Shifting module. This module consists of a depth-wise 3 ⇥ 3 convolution and a batch
normalization layer and is able to adaptively change the zero points of each pixel, in a light-weight
manner. For simplicity, the multi-slices binary convolution is referred to as MS-BConv, subsequently.
Figure 3b shows the detailed block design of MS-BConv.

Strengthening The Information Propagation in BoolNet. The layer-by-layer feature extraction
and accumulation mechanism are key reasons deep neural networks have strong representative
capacity. Unlike typical residual shortcuts, which accumulates information from shallow to deep
based on addition operation, logic shortcuts using boolean operators such as XNOR and OR can only
represent True and False states, making them difficult to accumulate and propagate information. To
alleviate this bottleneck, we strengthen feature propagation by reusing features. In ShuffleNet-V2 [33],
the input tensor is divided into two equal parts, the first half is used for feature extraction, and the other
half is directly copied and concatenated with the extracted features. Inspired by its characteristics
of information fusion and retention, we use a similar method to enhance the information retention
capability of the BoolNet block. As demonstrated in Figure 3b, the feature extraction branch consists
of two MS-BConv modules with logic shortcuts, and the other branch remains identity. Two branches
are concatenated and followed by channel shuffle, ensuring that the features from different layers
are uniformly distributed. Figure 3c shows the downsampling block design of BoolNet, where no
channel splitting is required, and it doubles the number of channels in the output. Changing this
information accumulation mechanism constitutes our proposed BoolNet over the BaseNet (as referred
to in Section 4).

3.4 Training with Progressive Weight Binarization

Though we intend to build highly efficient BNNs with fully binary information flow, this strategy
make the network more sensitive to weight initialization during training. Traditional methods have
tried alleviate similar problem through two-stage training [34, 29], which makes training more
complicated. In this paper, we adopt a progressive binarization technique based on the traditional
Hardtanh-STE method [11]. This can be viewed as a smooth version of previous multi-stage training.
Specifically, in the training phase, a differentiable function F (x) is used to replace sign function.
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Figure 3: Detail Architecture of BoolNet. To enhance the information flow, we modify the baseline
architecture from two aspects: a) Reducing information loss through multi-slices binary convolution.
b) Strengthening information propagation by features reusing.

We adopt bn to conveniently expand the channel dimension to enhance the capacity of the binary
feature map. If n = 0, k = 1, Equation (7) degenerates to the ordinary sign function. In Equation (6),
x
b
i denotes the binary projection output with the dimension of [N,C ⇤ k,H,W ], which will be fed

into the subsequent binary convolution layer. The constant k also denotes the group number of the
convolution. That is, by setting the number of groups to k in each convolution, the overall amount
of parameters and operations of each convolution is unchanged. Motivated by FReLU [31], we
enhance the first multi-slices projecting module, after the input convolution of network, with a Local
Adaptive Shifting module. This module consists of a depth-wise 3 ⇥ 3 convolution and a batch
normalization layer and is able to adaptively change the zero points of each pixel, in a light-weight
manner. For simplicity, the multi-slices binary convolution is referred to as MS-BConv, subsequently.
Figure 3b shows the detailed block design of MS-BConv.

Strengthening The Information Propagation in BoolNet. The layer-by-layer feature extraction
and accumulation mechanism are key reasons deep neural networks have strong representative
capacity. Unlike typical residual shortcuts, which accumulates information from shallow to deep
based on addition operation, logic shortcuts using boolean operators such as XNOR and OR can only
represent True and False states, making them difficult to accumulate and propagate information. To
alleviate this bottleneck, we strengthen feature propagation by reusing features. In ShuffleNet-V2 [33],
the input tensor is divided into two equal parts, the first half is used for feature extraction, and the other
half is directly copied and concatenated with the extracted features. Inspired by its characteristics
of information fusion and retention, we use a similar method to enhance the information retention
capability of the BoolNet block. As demonstrated in Figure 3b, the feature extraction branch consists
of two MS-BConv modules with logic shortcuts, and the other branch remains identity. Two branches
are concatenated and followed by channel shuffle, ensuring that the features from different layers
are uniformly distributed. Figure 3c shows the downsampling block design of BoolNet, where no
channel splitting is required, and it doubles the number of channels in the output. Changing this
information accumulation mechanism constitutes our proposed BoolNet over the BaseNet (as referred
to in Section 4).

3.4 Training with Progressive Weight Binarization

Though we intend to build highly efficient BNNs with fully binary information flow, this strategy
make the network more sensitive to weight initialization during training. Traditional methods have
tried alleviate similar problem through two-stage training [34, 29], which makes training more
complicated. In this paper, we adopt a progressive binarization technique based on the traditional
Hardtanh-STE method [11]. This can be viewed as a smooth version of previous multi-stage training.
Specifically, in the training phase, a differentiable function F (x) is used to replace sign function.
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Figure 8: Hardware data flow comparison between Bi-RealNet and BoolNet.

are the same, that is, the computing time of the whole block is roughly the same, and the binary
convolution units are exactly the same). In addition, for fair comparison, these accelerators have the
same size of on-chip memory (192KB for feature map and 288KB for weight) and the same off-chip
memory.

Computing unit. The binary convolution units of different BNN accelerators are exactly the same, but
other calculation units of BoolNet are simpler. The first is the shortcut branch of downsample blocks.
The shortcut branch of traditional BNNs are high-precision, and the high-precision convolution
downsampling is adopted. Although the convolution on the shortcut branch accounts only for a
small amount of calculation, the power consumption of a high-precision convolution is 37 times that
of a binary convolution, and the extra convolution unit also increases the complexity of the circuit.
Secondly, regarding batch normalization and binarization, since the shortcut branch has changed from
high-precision to binary, the aggregation position of the shortcut branch and the main branch has
also changed, so that the binarization and batch normalization can be simplified together, while the
calculation of typical BNN can not be simplified, and their power consumption is high. In addition,
there is a difference in the complexity of the aggregation operation itself (boolean logic operation
vs. 32-bit addition) and the computational overhead of non-linear functions (i.e. RPReLU) added in
networks such as ReActNet. These aspects show the efficiency of BoolNet.

Energy consumption per unit. The energy consumption per unit operation of some commonly used
components is shown in Figure 7a. However, since the units are not operated the same number of
times, the total energy consumption during one inference graph is different. For instance, the energy
consumption of Int8 downsampling convolution is 37⇥ larger than binary downsampling4. Surpris-
ingly, per unit operation, a 32-bit RPReLU consumes 26% more energy than a binary convolution,
Int8 BN consumes about half of a binary convolution, and those two components are commonly used
in conjunction with binary convolutions in existing BNNs.

On-chip memory. We use CACTI 6.5 to simulate the power of on-chip SRAM. According to the
requirements of the computing unit, we configure the on-chip SRAM to meet the parallelism of the
corresponding data reading bandwidth (64 bits for BoolNet and 2048 bits for traditional BNNs),
while keeping the total storage unchanged. In addition, we split a large SRAM into multiple SRAMs
to meet the requirement that the read time is less than the clock cycle (1ns) of the computing unit.
Finally, the simulation software can give the energy consumption of one read or one write of each
SRAM unit. For each layer of the network, we know the total number of operations for each type
of operation. According to the circuit parallelism, we can calculate the number of cycles. Then,
according to the amount of data that needs to be read from (or written to) SRAM in each cycle, we
can get the energy that the accelerator spends to access on-chip SRAM.

Off-chip memory. Due to the limited amount of on-chip memory, it is inevitable to save some data
to (or read from) off-chip DRAM in BNN computing. In our BoolNet design, due to the large total
number of weights, all BNN accelerators need to read weights from DRAM and write to SRAM

437=504⇥8/108.8, where Int8 Conv has only 1/8 of the parallel capability of BConv.
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Simulation	Details

• Hardware	simulation	for	XNOR-Net,	BiRealNet,	ReActNet,	our	BaseNet and	BoolNet

• The	power	and	area	of	computing	circuits	are	given	by	Design	Compiler	(DC)	with	a	TSMC	
65nm	process	and	1GHz	clock	frequency.

• Design	and	implementation	refer	to	Conti et	al.	(2018) and	Zhang	et	al.	(2021).

• Aligned	design	of	architecture,	data	stream,	the	parallelism	of	computing	units,	and	total	
on-chip	cache	(192KB	for	feature	maps	and	288KB	for	weights)

• For	all	accelerators:	The	parallelism	of	binary	convolution	is	64x64,	while	the	parallelism	
of	other	units	is	64.

• The	performance	depends	on	the	parallelism	and	is	bounded	by	the	convolution.	Each	
accelerator	has	the	same	peak	performance	for	convolution,	i.e.,	4096	GOPs/s



Energy	Consumption	Evaluation

• DC	provides	static	power	(𝑃*)	and	dynamic	power	(𝑃+)

• For	each	layer,	according	to	the	amount	(𝐴	)of	each	operation	and	the	circuit	parallelism	

(𝑃-),	the	number	of	cycles	is:	𝐶/ = 𝐴 𝑃-⁄ and	energy	consumption	is

𝐸3 = 𝐶/ ∗ (𝑃* + 𝑃+)/10;<

• For	operations	with	fewer	cycles,	𝐸	estimated	by	static	power:

𝐸*	 = 𝐶/=-> − 𝐶/ ∗ 𝑃*/10;<

𝐸@A@-B = 𝐸3 + 𝐸*

• We	evaluate	the	energy	consumption	of	on-chip	SRAM	access	and	off-chip	DRAM	access	
by	using	CACTI	6.5	(CACTI)	and	the	power	calculator	of	DDR	provided	by	Micron	(Micron).
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Methods Bitwidth
(W/A/F)

Energy
Consumption

Top-1
Acc.

OPs
(·108)

ReActNet (Bi-Real) [29] 1/1/32 3.93mJ 65.9% 1.63
Bi-RealNet [30] 1/1/32 3.90mJ 56.4% 1.63
XNOR-Net [41] 1/1/32 1.92mJ 51.2% 1.59

BoolNet⇤, k=4 (ours) 1/1/4 1.18mJ 59.6% 1.76
BoolNet, k=4 (ours) 1/1/4 0.84mJ 57.6% 1.64
BaseNet, k=4 (ours) 1/1/4 0.74mJ 55.1% 1.54
BaseNet, k=1 (ours) 1/1/1 0.61mJ 48.9% 1.51

(a) The advantage of BoolNet is reduced energy consumption.
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Figure 5: Comparison between BoolNet and state-of-the-art BNNs. The energy consumption is
calculated through hardware simulations. BoolNet⇤ uses dilation instead of stride in the last stage.

analysis (see Figure 4b) of the required memory shows that the total memory by BoolNet is much
lower than previous BNNs, especially during the earlier stages of the network. This analysis also
shows that using dilation in the last stage of BoolNet still uses less memory for convolution blocks than
in previous BNNs. Our energy evaluation results (see Figure 5b) show that the energy consumption
of computing units accounts for a small proportion in the whole calculation. Our design achieves
higher energy efficiency due to a lower memory access. In other BNNs, preserving and reading 32-bit
feature maps drastically increase energy consumption. Since the overall memory usage of BoolNet is
minimal, it requires much less DRAM access than the others. Generally, DRAM has much higher
power consumption than SRAM.

Furthermore, the energy consumption of some commonly used components is shown in Figure
4a. For instance, the energy consumption of Int8 downsampling convolution is 37⇥ larger than
binary downsampling2. The Logic Shortcut aggregation is 31⇥ more energy efficient than additive
aggregation. Surprisingly, 32-bit PReLU consumes 26% more energy than a binary convolution, Int8
BN consumes about half of a binary convolution, and those two components are commonly used in
conjunction with binary convolutions in previous BNNs. More implementation and evaluation details
can be found in supplementary materials.

4.5 Comparison to State-of-the-Art BNNs

For our comparison to state-of-the-art BNNs, we replaced the Cross-Entropy loss with a knowledge
distillation approach, based on the implementation of [29] with a 32-bit ResNet-34 [18] as the teacher
model and train the models for 80 or 90 epochs instead of 60 epochs. (Due to limited hardware
resources, we were not able to choose a longer training time, but suspect increasing the training time,
e.g. to 120 epochs, could improve the results.)

Removing 32-bit elements from previous BNNs (e.g. ReActNet [29]) leads to an energy reduction
by up to 6⇥ (BaseNet with k=1), but incurs an accuracy drop of 17% (see Table 5a). Using the
proposed Multi-slice strategy (k=4) reduces the accuracy drop by 6.2% and still achieves 5.3⇥ energy
reduction. Our BoolNet design further increases the accuracy by 2.5%, but requires 12% more energy
(for a 4.5⇥ reduction). Compared to the result of Bi-RealNet [30], which has been the basis for
other works [34] BoolNet with k=4 provides an accuracy improvement of 1.2% (and a 4.5⇥ energy
reduction). The accuracy of our BoolNet can be further increased with common techniques, such
as replacing stride with dilation (denoted with a star⇤) during the last stage of the network, which
increases accuracy by 2% (and yields a 3.3⇥ reduction of energy). Overall our results show that our
proposed BaseNet and BoolNet can achieve significant energy reduction with little accuracy loss
compared to recent state-of-the-art models.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied how to balance energy consumption and accuracy of binary neural networks.
We proposed several simple yet useful strategies to remove or replace 32-bit components from BNNs.

237=504⇥8/108.8, where Int8 Conv has only 1/8 of the parallel capability of BConv.
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Methods Bitwidth
(W/A/F)

Energy
Consumption

Top-1
Acc.

OPs
(·108)

ReActNet (Bi-Real)† 1/1/32 3.93mJ 65.9% 1.63
Bi-RealNet 1/1/32 3.90mJ 56.4% 1.63
XNOR-Net 1/1/32 1.92mJ 51.2% 1.59

BoolNet, k=4 (ours) 1/1/4 1.33mJ 63.0% 1.64
BaseNet, k=4 (ours) 1/1/4 0.83mJ 58.2% 1.54
BaseNet, k=1 (ours) 1/1/1 0.70mJ 53.3% 1.51

(a) The advantage of BoolNet is reduced energy consumption.
†The ReActNet result based on a Bi-RealNet backbone is stated

on the official Github repository (Liu et al., 2020a).

(b) Energy consumption regarding
computations and access to DRAM/SRAM.

Figure 4: Comparison between BoolNet and state-of-the-art BNNs. The energy consumption is
calculated through hardware simulations.

our Shifted Sign network design, the result can be quantized to 1 bit immediately without cache or
DRAM access. This is not as efficiently possible in other BNN designs that use 32-bit aggregation
requiring the intermediate 32-bit data to be cached. Due to the small size of on-chip memory, it
must be written to DRAM and read out at the next layer. The differences in the bit-width of the data
path and the amount of data reading and writing result in a significant gap in energy consumption
(highlighted in Figure 8). Our evaluation results (see Figure 4b) show that the energy consumption
proportion between computing units and memory access is even more extreme than shown by Yang
et al. (2017); Han et al. (2015b). Our interpretation is that the simplified operations of BNNs with the
bitwise operations XNOR and popcount further reduces their share of overall energy consumption.
This insight shows that memory optimization is more desirable in BNNs compared to 32-bit DNNs to
achieve highly energy-efficient AI accelerators.

4.5 COMPARISON TO STATE-OF-THE-ART BNNS

We compared our proposed networks to the state-of-the-art BNNs, e.g., ReActNet, Bi-RealNet,
XNOR-Net (Liu et al., 2018; 2020b; Rastegari et al., 2016). (For a fair comparison we used the result
of a ReActNet based on a Bi-RealNet backbone read from the official Github repository provided
by Liu et al. (2020a) which is the same backbone that our network uses.) We found that removing
32-bit elements from previous BNNs, leads to an energy reduction by up to 5.6⇥ (BaseNet with k=1),
but accuracy drops by 12.6% (see Table 4a). Using the proposed Multi-slice strategy (k=4) reduces
the accuracy drop by 4.9% and still achieves 4.7⇥ energy reduction. Our BoolNet design further
increases the accuracy by 4.8% which overall results in a 2.95⇥ reduction of energy and a 2.9%
accuracy drop. Compared to the result of Bi-RealNet (Liu et al., 2018), which has been the basis for
other works (Martinez et al., 2020), BoolNet with k=4 provides an accuracy improvement of 6.6%
(and a 2.9⇥ energy reduction). Overall our results show that our proposed BaseNet and BoolNet
can achieve significant energy reduction with little accuracy loss compared to recent state-of-the-art
models.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied how to balance energy consumption and accuracy of binary neural networks.
We proposed several simple yet useful strategies to remove or replace 32-bit components from BNNs.
Our novel BoolNet with fully binary information flow is constructed and still maintains reasonable
accuracy. Experiments on ImageNet and the hardware simulations show that (1) theoretical number
of operations does not fully reveal the actual efficiency and (2) BoolNet is more energy-efficient with
less computing requirements, lower memory usage and lower energy consumption. We believe this is
orthogonal to the goals of previous works and a meaningful first step towards achieving extremely
energy-efficient BNNs.
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Figure 7: A theoretical memory usage comparison of one convolution block between BoolNet and
previous work. Actual numbers can differ during implementation, but BoolNet shows significantly
lower memory usage, especially in early stages, even when using our Multi-slice strategy with k = 4.

Table 3: Theoretical minimum memory requirement of all convolution blocks (can differ depending
on the implementation). k is the number of slices. The stages have different input size and thus lead
to different memory requirements.

Memory
Usage of

Stage 1 with 64⇥ 56⇥ 56 Stage 2 with 128⇥ 28⇥ 28
BoolNet (k=1) BoolNet (k=4) Regular BNN BoolNet (k=1) BoolNet (k=4) Regular BNN

Weights 36,864 36,864 36,864 147,456 147,456 147,456

Activation 200,704·1
= 200,704

200,704·4
= 802,816

200,704·1
= 200,704

100,352·1
= 100,352

100,352·4
= 401,408

100,352·1
= 100,352

Output &
Features

2·200,704·1
= 401,408

2·200,704·4
= 1,605,632

2·200,704·32
= 12,845,056

2·100,352·1
= 200,704

2·100,352·4
= 802,816

2·100,352·32
= 6,422,528

Total 638,976 2,445,312 13,082,624 448,512 1,351,680 6,670,336

Memory
Usage of

Stage 3 with 256⇥ 14⇥ 14 Stage 4 with 512⇥ 7⇥ 7
BoolNet (k=1) BoolNet (k=4) Regular BNN BoolNet (k=1) BoolNet (k=4) Regular BNN

Weights 589,824 589,824 589,824 2,359,296 2,359,296 2,359,296

Activation 50,176·1
= 50,176

50,176·4
= 200,704

50,176·1
= 50,176

25,088·1
= 25,088

25,088·4
= 100,352

25,088·1
= 25,088

Output &
Features

2·50,176·1
= 100,352

2·50,176·4
= 401,408

2·50,176·32
= 3,211,264

2·25,088·1
= 50,176

2·25,088·4
= 200,704

2·25,088·32
= 1,605,632

Total 740,352 1,191,936 3,851,264 2,434,560 2,660,352 3,990,016

Thus, we decide to use max pooling instead of average pooling, since it does not involve any 32-bit
operations, such as addition and division.

Based on the above analysis, we suggest using the [32-bit Conv (groups = k), AvgPool2d, BN, Sign]
structure for the downsample branch if we want to increase accuracy. However, if we intend to build a
fully binary data flow, we suggest using the [1-bit Conv (groups = 1), MaxPool2d, BN, Sign] structure
(independent of k) instead to balance the accuracy and hardware efficiency. The latter is also the
structure we used for our experiments in the main paper.

A.3 MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION SIMULATION

In Table 3, we give an example of calculating the memory consumption among different stages of our
network. Compared with regular BNNs with mixed precision data flow, the fully binary representation
of BoolNet significantly lowers the memory consumption during inference process. This change leads
to less memory access operations to DRAM which has a much higher power consumption than the
on-chip SRAM. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one to study the impact of memory
access on energy consumption. The details of simulation and energy estimation are introduced as
follow.

Overall hardware architecture. An illustrative graph on the data flow between the hardware
components is provided in Figure 8. In the typical BNN Bi-RealNet, only the convolution is binary,
the shortcut branch adopts high precision, and other calculations adopt high precision, too. The
corresponding accelerators we designed have different computing modules (but their parallelisms
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on the implementation). k is the number of slices. The stages have different input size and thus lead
to different memory requirements.
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Thus, we decide to use max pooling instead of average pooling, since it does not involve any 32-bit
operations, such as addition and division.

Based on the above analysis, we suggest using the [32-bit Conv (groups = k), AvgPool2d, BN, Sign]
structure for the downsample branch if we want to increase accuracy. However, if we intend to build a
fully binary data flow, we suggest using the [1-bit Conv (groups = 1), MaxPool2d, BN, Sign] structure
(independent of k) instead to balance the accuracy and hardware efficiency. The latter is also the
structure we used for our experiments in the main paper.

A.3 MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION SIMULATION

In Table 3, we give an example of calculating the memory consumption among different stages of our
network. Compared with regular BNNs with mixed precision data flow, the fully binary representation
of BoolNet significantly lowers the memory consumption during inference process. This change leads
to less memory access operations to DRAM which has a much higher power consumption than the
on-chip SRAM. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one to study the impact of memory
access on energy consumption. The details of simulation and energy estimation are introduced as
follow.

Overall hardware architecture. An illustrative graph on the data flow between the hardware
components is provided in Figure 8. In the typical BNN Bi-RealNet, only the convolution is binary,
the shortcut branch adopts high precision, and other calculations adopt high precision, too. The
corresponding accelerators we designed have different computing modules (but their parallelisms
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Figure 2. The 2D counterline and 3D loss landscape visualization of popular BNNs on CIFAR10 dataset. we follow the setting of [23].

knowledge distillation technique to optimize BNNs. [31,52]
follow this line and simplify it to a two-stage knowledge
distillation process. Moreover, [31] explores how training
strategies (e.g., optimizers, weight decay ) help the BNNs
optimization. In this paper, we provide the first in-depth
analysis of the relationship between BNNs optimization and
the corresponding architecture design. The analysis help us
to understand why BNNs are hard to optimize and how to
construct an optimization friendly architecture.

Knowledge Distillation. Knowledge distillation is a
technique for ”distilling” dark knowledge from a pre-
trained teacher to a compact student, first proposed in [16].
In more recent work, researchers have turned their atten-
tion to a deeper understanding of this technique. For ex-
ample, [42] found that there is a surprisingly large discrep-
ancy between the predictive distributions of the teacher and
the student, and that a good fit to the teacher paradoxically
does not always imply a better generalization of the stu-
dent. [3] reveals that there are certain implicit design de-
cisions that can drastically affect the effectiveness of dis-
tillation. [35] improves the distillation process by building
student-friendly teachers. This implicitly reveal the pres-
ence of a knowledge incongruence between teacher and stu-
dent. Meanwhile, modern BNNs optimizations [31, 34, 52]
rely heavily on knowledge distillation techniques [16, 40].
The soft label from a pre-trained teacher provides a more
fine-grained supervision signal than the one-hot label. How-
ever, the BNN research community is not yet up to date with
the latest knowledge and advances in knowledge distillation
technology. As a result, many recent conclusions found in
knowledge distillation [3, 35, 42] do not translate well to
BNNs research.

Modern Neural Network Optimization Tricks. The
successes of modern deep neural network [10, 26, 28, 44]
for image classification task do not only rely on improved
architecture design ideas like attention mechanism, but also
reply on a bag of modern optimization tricks. Various
of data augmentation strategies such as MixUp [51], Cut-

Mix [50], RandAugmentation [7] and Augmentation Rep-
etition [17] are evaluated to be beneficial for the general-
ization of modern neural networks [39]. But for high preci-
sion binary neural network optimization, the applicability of
these strategies or whether there exists BNNs-specific aug-
mentation strategy is still an open question, which does not
get enough attention in previous works. This paper gives the
first fair and comprehensive experimental comparison be-
tween modern optimization tricks in large-scale image clas-
sification tasks to check the feasibility of these strategies
for BNNs. The detailed ablation study demonstrates the ne-
cessity of rethinking BNN-specific augmentation strategies
and provides a good revelation for candidate solution.

3. BNext Architecture Design
In this section, we will introduce the motivation and de-

tails of BNext architecture design. Firstly, we present the
the loss landscape visualization and comparison among the
most popular binary neural networks in section. 3.1. Sec-
ondly, we present two core structures in BNext architecture
design and how do we build the BNext family in section.3.2.

3.1. Visualizing Optimization Bottleneck of BNNs

Binary neural networks are lightweight neural networks
constructed from stacked 1-bit convolutions. In forward
propagation, both the inputs xt

r and the proxy weights wt
r of

each 1-bit convolution are pre-binarized into a binary repre-
sentation (±1) before the dot product computation. In back-
ward propagation, the sign function is approximated using
the gradient of hardtanh function, so that we can compute
the gradient of wt

b using end-to-end SGD algorithm. The
gradient of wt

b is accumulated in the proxy weights wt
r dur-

ing each iteration [6]. This process can be mathematically
formulated as follows:

xt
b, w

t
b = Binarize

�
xt
r, w

t
r

�
=

(
+1 if xt

r, w
t
r � 0,

�1 otherwise,
(1)
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Figure 2. The 2D counterline and 3D loss landscape visualization of popular BNNs on CIFAR10 dataset. we follow the setting of [23].

knowledge distillation technique to optimize BNNs. [31,52]
follow this line and simplify it to a two-stage knowledge
distillation process. Moreover, [31] explores how training
strategies (e.g., optimizers, weight decay ) help the BNNs
optimization. In this paper, we provide the first in-depth
analysis of the relationship between BNNs optimization and
the corresponding architecture design. The analysis help us
to understand why BNNs are hard to optimize and how to
construct an optimization friendly architecture.

Knowledge Distillation. Knowledge distillation is a
technique for ”distilling” dark knowledge from a pre-
trained teacher to a compact student, first proposed in [16].
In more recent work, researchers have turned their atten-
tion to a deeper understanding of this technique. For ex-
ample, [42] found that there is a surprisingly large discrep-
ancy between the predictive distributions of the teacher and
the student, and that a good fit to the teacher paradoxically
does not always imply a better generalization of the stu-
dent. [3] reveals that there are certain implicit design de-
cisions that can drastically affect the effectiveness of dis-
tillation. [35] improves the distillation process by building
student-friendly teachers. This implicitly reveal the pres-
ence of a knowledge incongruence between teacher and stu-
dent. Meanwhile, modern BNNs optimizations [31, 34, 52]
rely heavily on knowledge distillation techniques [16, 40].
The soft label from a pre-trained teacher provides a more
fine-grained supervision signal than the one-hot label. How-
ever, the BNN research community is not yet up to date with
the latest knowledge and advances in knowledge distillation
technology. As a result, many recent conclusions found in
knowledge distillation [3, 35, 42] do not translate well to
BNNs research.

Modern Neural Network Optimization Tricks. The
successes of modern deep neural network [10, 26, 28, 44]
for image classification task do not only rely on improved
architecture design ideas like attention mechanism, but also
reply on a bag of modern optimization tricks. Various
of data augmentation strategies such as MixUp [51], Cut-

Mix [50], RandAugmentation [7] and Augmentation Rep-
etition [17] are evaluated to be beneficial for the general-
ization of modern neural networks [39]. But for high preci-
sion binary neural network optimization, the applicability of
these strategies or whether there exists BNNs-specific aug-
mentation strategy is still an open question, which does not
get enough attention in previous works. This paper gives the
first fair and comprehensive experimental comparison be-
tween modern optimization tricks in large-scale image clas-
sification tasks to check the feasibility of these strategies
for BNNs. The detailed ablation study demonstrates the ne-
cessity of rethinking BNN-specific augmentation strategies
and provides a good revelation for candidate solution.

3. BNext Architecture Design
In this section, we will introduce the motivation and de-

tails of BNext architecture design. Firstly, we present the
the loss landscape visualization and comparison among the
most popular binary neural networks in section. 3.1. Sec-
ondly, we present two core structures in BNext architecture
design and how do we build the BNext family in section.3.2.

3.1. Visualizing Optimization Bottleneck of BNNs

Binary neural networks are lightweight neural networks
constructed from stacked 1-bit convolutions. In forward
propagation, both the inputs xt

r and the proxy weights wt
r of

each 1-bit convolution are pre-binarized into a binary repre-
sentation (±1) before the dot product computation. In back-
ward propagation, the sign function is approximated using
the gradient of hardtanh function, so that we can compute
the gradient of wt

b using end-to-end SGD algorithm. The
gradient of wt

b is accumulated in the proxy weights wt
r dur-

ing each iteration [6]. This process can be mathematically
formulated as follows:

xt
b, w

t
b = Binarize

�
xt
r, w

t
r

�
=

(
+1 if xt

r, w
t
r � 0,

�1 otherwise,
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• An	open-source	toolkit	incubated	in	KubeEdge SIG	AI

• Cloud-Edge	synergy	capabilities	provided	by	KubeEdge

• Actively	developed	community

Sedna	- AI	toolkit	over	KubeEdge
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Cloud	
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Federated	Learning	Practical	Assignment

https://www.kaggle.com/code/jopyth/edge-ai-w5-federated-learning/notebook
https://open.hpi.de/courses/edgeai2022



Edge	AI	Use	Case
Multi-Edge	Inference	for	Object	Re-Identification	(ReID)

Smart	Port

Monitor the location of shipment containers in a
smart port to boost logistic operations and allow
quick retrieval of potentially lost goods.

When a shipment container enters a monitored
area, it’s detected, recognized and localized.

0002

0003

Locate pedestrians in a smart campus for
occupancy monitoring and to offer personalized
services.

When a pedestrian enters a monitored area, it’s
detected, recognized and localized.

0002

Smart	Campus

0001
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Multi-Edge	ReID - System	Design
Sedna	GM

Objects
Feature	Extraction

(M3L)

OBS	/	HDD

Video	Source

1.	Submit	
VideoAnalyticsTask

4.	Submit	ReIDSearch

3.	Store	the	analysis	result	(detected	object	information):
Detection	time,	camera	ID,	bounding	box,	object	snapshot,	
location	(in	case	of	physical	cameras),	tracking	ID…

Kubelet/Edgecore

Jobs

Job and	Service
Controllers

API	interface	layer
(Restful,	ListWatch)

Adapter layer
(K8S,	ModelArts,	...)

On-The-Fly	ReID
Algorithm

Video	Analytics	(Job)

Open
Media YOLOX Detected

Objects
Tracking

IDs

Service
Video	Streaming

(RTSP)

Video	Files	(Archive)

6.1	Target	Feature	Extraction

6.2	Compare	target’s	
features	with	features	in	
the	gallery 6.3	Store	Result

2.	Start	the	video	processing	worker.
5.	Start	object	search	with	ReID.

Kubernetes	+	KubeEdge +	Sedna	Cluster

Detection	Gallery
(HDD/NFS)

ReID Search	Results
(HDD/NFS/OBS)



Multi-Edge	ReID – AI	Algorithms

Object	Re-identification	(ReID)

• Domain	generalization	ability	– No	data	
necessary	from	user/customer	end.

Vehicle Detection Pedestrian Detection

Object	Detection	and	Tracking

Vehicle Re-identification

• Discriminative	feature	extraction	across	
varying	viewpoints.

• State-of-the-art	performance	among	
Domain	Generalized	ReID	methods.

Task	of	identifying	the	same	object	across	
multiple	viewpoints.

• Low	latency.	Detection	and	tracking	~45	fps.

• State-of-the-art	performance	on	
benchmark	datasets.

• High	Recall	~93%.

Task	of	localizing	and	tracking	(multiple)	object	
across	a	video	sequence.

• On-the-fly	reidentification	without	the	need	
to	create	a	features	gallery	in	advance.



DG ReID

Domain	A Domain	B

Domain	gap
(different	cameras,	viewpoints,	
light	conditions,	background)

Model Unseen test sets Avg. mAP Avg. Rank@1

SOTA Classic ReID model [1] GRID, prid-2011, iLIDS, VIPeR 39.4% 30.5%

SOTA domain generalizable model 
(M3L) [2] GRID, prid-2011, iLIDS, VIPeR 61.7% (+22.3%) 52.2% (+21.7%)

Our improved DG model GRID, prid-2011, iLIDS, VIPeR 77.4% (+15.7%) 70.0% (+17.8%)

Performance in	real	world	applications

• Apart	from	evaluating	our	models	on	open-source	datasets,	we	also	
tested	them	in	complex and	crowded real-world scenarios,	e.g.,	
warehouse,	canteen,	lobby,	office.	The	accuracy	in	most	scenarios	can	
even	reach	90%.	

• Because	of	good	performance,	DG	ReID	models	are	being	deployed to	
real-world applications,	e.g.,	COVID	epidemiologic	survey,	smart	ports

Performance on	open	source	datasets



Example

Query	Image ReID Results

Video		from:	https://www.pexels.com/video/two-people-standing-by-the-pedestrian-crossing-while-talking-7263169/

• A	new	computing	model	to	support	execution	of	distributed	AI	pipelines	involving	multiple	edge	nodes	with	different	responsibilities.
• A	new	example	using	our	compute	model	combined	with	AI	to	realize	distributed	object	ReID.
• A	complete	tutorial	to	let	users	try	out	this	new	feature	

(https://github.com/kubeedge/sedna/blob/main/examples/multiedgeinference/pedestrian_tracking/README.md)

Key	Contributions
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